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--What percentage of students at your school are food insecure?

Response : I do not have adequate data to predict the numbers.But in my classroom,what I have 
observed is that there are students who are living in hostel and they skip their meals because they do 
not really enjoy them which in turn actually made one student suffer from a migrain attack which is a 
serious issue.So what i believe is ,my university has day scholars and hostelers.Most of the the day 
scholars bring their own lunch from home,rest of them eat from canteen and hostelers,i guess very few 
eat the meal given by the hostel.

--What does your school currently do with its leftover food?

Response : I am a day scholar. From what i know is that, I bring my own luch from home everyday and
the meal that is created at the hostel mess,I have heard that they reuse the leftovers to make different 
kind of dish to serve it on the other day to utilise the food.

--Is there a food pantry on campus?

Response : Yes,but it is only reserved for teachers. For students,they have paid canteens where you can 
purchase your meals.For hostelers who have already paid for their meals,there is a mess that provides 
them food.

--Is your school part of the Food Recovery Network or any swipe sharing program (SwipeShare, Swipe
Out Hunger, etc)?

Response : My university has adopted a village named Moahna near Faridabad,Harayana and we are 
constantly engaged in social services which includes  programs like swipe out hunger. Although,i am 
not sure if my university is a part of FOOD RECOVERY NETWORK.

--Are there student organizations working to address food insecurity problem on campus?

Response : Nope,there are no student organisations working to address the same. Although,hostelers do
have a board of students who decides their meal plans and things like that.But it is highly inefficient.

--Is there is already a plan to address food insecurity? How can you get involved or partner to more 
effectively take on the issue?

Response : No, I don’t think if my college administrators are even aware of the issue of Food Security. 
I can collaborate with board of students to raise awareness regarding the same and we can sign a 
petition for a change in the same in order to provide access and affordable meal to everyone.

--If there are no efforts to address this issue, what can you do to make change? Can you start a pantry, 
join the Food Recovery Network or create another solution?
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Response : First of all,I am thinking to collaborate with board of students making them aware of what 
is going on. And then talking more about food security to the administration as they are unknown if this
issue even exists. Then we all can manage to start a petition where students in favor of a pantry which 
can be accessible and affordable will vote together for the same. Even though,my college 
administration is very messed up but i guess with constant effort and a strike,we can put our view of 
having a pantry on the table. And yes we can join Food Recovery Network.

Make a plan and tell us about your next steps to combat this problem.

Response : My plan is as following :

Firstly,I would like the administration to know more about the food insecurity issue as i am very much 
sure that they will be unaware of the same. 

Then along with them,I would like to have numbers on the table that is some percentage that could 
show us how far we’ve been yet to cover.

Then i will be discussing this in the local community and talking about what actually we all can do 
about it

next step would be to access a solution to solve the extent of the problem which i am sure is low than 
what i expect since most of the students are day scholars and bring their own lunch

But yeah we still have to look for the prices of food that is being sold in canteens which is at very high 
rate that if a day scholar missed his/her lunch,they will stay hungry instead of spending money on the 
same.

So that’s something i really want to raise a a voice against as I personally have faced this situation.


